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To jest podcast „Więcej niż oszczędzanie pieniędzy” – odcinek 79. Dzisiaj rozmawiam
z Davidem Allenem – twórcą metodologii Getting Things Done.
Cześć i dzień dobry. Witam Cię w 79. odcinku podcastu „Więcej niż oszczędzanie pieniędzy”.
Nazywam się Michał Szafrański i w tej audycji przedstawiam konkretne i sprawdzone sposoby
pomnażania oszczędności, opowiadam, jak rozsądnie wydawać pieniądze i jak odważnie
realizować swoje pasje i marzenia. Jeśli tylko szukasz odrobiny stabilizacji finansowej
i emocjonalnej w swoim życiu, to ten podcast jest dla Ciebie.
Dzień dobry, cześć i czołem. Dzisiaj moim gościem jest David Allen, twórca metodologii
Getting Things Done, która pomaga sprawnie sortować i radzić sobie z zalewem zadań
i spraw do załatwienia. David jest specjalistą od produktywności i autorem bestsellera z 2001
roku Getting Things Done, czyli sztuka bezstresowej efektywności. Jest też autorem kilku
kolejnych książek poświęconych samej metodologii GTD oraz produktywności i efektywności.
Ja sam jestem fanem GTD. Od lat doskonaliłem własny system zarządzania zadaniami, który
jednak przeszedł znaczącą ewolucję po tym, jak poznałem już założenia GTD. Dzisiaj
korzystam z Nozbe, które jest narzędziem wprost implementującym ten model radzenia sobie
z bieżącymi zadaniami i planowania siebie w czasie.
Z Davidem rozmawiam nie tyle o samej metodologii, ile o kontekście jej powstania. O tym, ile
zajął proces jej dokumentowania, jak David dochodził do wniosku, że warto podzielić się tym
z innymi, jakie miał oczekiwania i jakie ma refleksje i plany po 15 latach promowania GTD.
Cała rozmowa jest po angielsku, ale jej transkrypt oraz tłumaczenie znajdziesz pod adresem
http://jakoszczedzacpieniadze.pl/079 – tak jak siedemdziesiąty dziewiąty odcinek podcastu.
Pod koniec rozmowy usłyszycie, jak dziękuję Davidowi…, po czym jeszcze sobie trochę
porozmawiamy. Po prostu David był tak miły, że zdecydował się odpowiedzieć na kilka
Waszych pytań zadanych podczas transmisji na żywo na Periscope.
Zapraszam mocno do wysłuchania tej wartościowej rozmowy. Do usłyszenia!
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Michał Szafrański: David, for everybody out there who doesn't know you, please briefly
introduce yourself. What do you do and how have you started?
David Allen: I do coaching, training, run a company and we're now developing a training
program that's global about the best practices, about how you get things done with the least
amount of effort. How you keep your head clear, how you create space for yourself. Amidst
the world that's changing rapidly and full of chaos and full of a lot of stuff. We help people
surf on top of that and then be able to move themselves to another level of game about how
you play with all that.
That's what I do and that's ... A lot of what I'm still doing and I'm 70 years old, but it took me
... It took me actually 25 years to actually figure out what I've figured out. After thousands
and thousands, literally thousands of hours spent desk side with some of the busiest and
brightest and sharpest people on the planet actually coaching them through this
methodology and watching how profound the changes were that it happened. I decided I’d
better write the manual.
It took me that long to actually figure out that I had figured out something that nobody else
had figured out, that it was unique and that it was bulletproof. You couldn't punch a hole in
it. And so I decided to write the manual. That's when I wrote the book Getting Things Done. It
got published in 2001 which was just 25 years of my experience then put into a manual so
that anybody who wanted to dig into it and find out what it was ...
At that point, I figured, "Well, if I got run over by a bus, somebody would, at some point,
figure this out, but meanwhile, let me put it in a book out there so that then if somebody is
interested, they could find out how to surf on top of this game."
Michał: Exactly. GTD is getting things done. It's your methodology. We won't talk about the
details of the methodology because everyone can read it out of your books. I would rather
focus on the process. On the process that was before the book. How really did you make the
GTD? What was your way of thinking? How has it started?
David: There was no big strategic plan believe me. I didn't wake up one morning and go,
"Wow, GTD." It's a long string of, as I say, ‘epiphanettes’, tiny little ‘ahas’ about this or that or
the other. I guess the reason I got interested in it and got engaged in that process, there were
two primary vectors I think. One was I didn't know what I wanted to do when I grew up. I was
not an aspirational, entrepreneurial person.
Really, I was more interested in God, truth of the universe and how does it all work out there.
I've always been fascinated by the relationship of what you can't see to what you can.
Because what you can't see frankly has a lot more power than what you can. I think a lot of
what we can see and what's here was simply because of things that go on other levels, or
access other levels. I've always been fascinated by that.
If I could get a hold of that, then I'd really be able to make this game work here. I'm just the
laziest guy you'll ever met. If I could find out what the real source of power is, the real source
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of how things move, that would be really cool. I could make something move across the room
without having to get up and make it move. What if I could just imagine it moving and there
it goes? I've always been fascinated by that game. That took a lot of different forms as I grew
up. Again, no major conscious strategy, but those are the things that attracted me.
I wasn't that particularly interested in this world. I was at a history major. I was a philosophy
and then history major and graduate school. I was in American intellectual history, history of
thought in America. Obviously, the only I could do then was teach, be in academia or
something like that. And the I discovered that I got bored reading about people who seem to
be enlightened and wanted to have my own.
Then I jump out of the academia and decided to go experience my own world of personal
exploration and self-awareness and all that good stuff. This is, of course, California in the 60s
and 70s, so this is heavy time for all that kind of stuff. They weren't paying people to do that,
but I had to pay the rent, so I wound up ... It turned out that I had friends in my network who
were starting businesses and entrepreneurs or whatever, so I said, "Well, let me go help them
do what they do," and they paid me to do something to that. I became a good ‘number two’
guy.
I would come help you do what you were doing. You were the one who were interested in
what you were doing, but I was coming to say, "Okay, how can I help you do what you do?"
I help people start a landscape company and manage, start a restaurant. I helped people
create a car restoration business and a gasoline petrol station. I did all kinds of things.
I would just come in and go, "Look, let's make this easier." I would look how to improve what
they were doing and how they did it. Now, they call that ‘process improvement’. That's a very
sophisticated term. Back then, I would improve it, they would get under cruise control and
got bored. I go leave and go work for somebody else. Then I discovered they actually pay
people to do that and they call them something – a consultant. Now, I are one. The 1981,
hang out my shingle – David Allen Associates.
That was one vector was that I decided that in order to make a living in the world, it was cool
to be able to have something that would help people if I showed up. Sometimes it was pretty
obvious, but I was then hungry for what were some models or some things or approaches
that in case it wasn't real clear if I could get that person to engage with those, then it would
improve their condition no matter what. No matter who they were, how old they were, what
business they ran or whatever, because being lazy, I didn't want to have to reinvent it every
time I had a new client.
I got hungry to explore what are those models. Anyway, to make a very, very long story short,
I know this is longer than what you asked about, but basically I started to then gather
together these models. The things that work for me to help me stay clear, get more in
control, more focused on appropriate things which is really the self-management syndrome
which keeps under control. Keep yourself appropriately focused.
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Then I discovered what I learned for me turned out to work for everybody I was working with.
"Wow, that's interesting." Then I began to cobble together or to both understand and start to
bring together into a more holistic model on that how one actually ... What you have to do to
be appropriately engaged with all the things that you are engaged with so they don't bug
you, so they don't pull on you.
I guess another vector, very important one too was that I got attracted to what I now refer to
professionally as ‘the strategic value of clear space’. How much more critical it is to make
good decisions to be doing the best you can best and to be as productive as you can be when
there's no distraction, there's no residue, there's no garbage essentially in your head. You're
going to be absolutely clear.
I use martial arts images a lot, mind like water. That whole idea of having yourself free to be
fully available to whatever you're doing without having that distracted or minimized ...
Michał: Switching context.
David: That's right. By having things pulling on you. All of those came together in this thing.
Again, it took me 25 years of spending thousands of hours with some of the best and
brightest people working this methodology and watching what happened to come up with,
"Wow, this is a whole unique thing."
Michał: When was the first time you actually felt that this idea of ... Did you have already
a name for it, I mean GTD? No. When did you felt that this idea might be useful for more than
you, I mean for other people?
David: I had a mentor. I didn't make up some of these core elements. There are a couple of
them I learned from a mentor of mine. A great friend now. He was a very sophisticated and
mature management consultant. As I was beginning my own consulting practice, I met him.
He talked to me and was willing to give me what he had learned. Just because he did a lot of
work in organizational change, he discovered that what gets in the way a lot is a whole lot of
old business. A lot of incomplete things. A lot of open loops that are still left in people's
heads and in the organization.
He found that in order to be able to get clarity about all that, he came up with some
techniques and one of them was to dump everything out of your head that has your attention.
I didn't make that up. He did that with me and I went, "Holy mackerel." I've watched how that
affected me when I did that. Then when I turned and started to work that with other people,
I watched how it affected them and without exception, that started to produce those kind of
results and I went, "Wow, that's powerful."
The whole idea that when you make agreements with yourself and those open loops as we
call them, those things are still there and you are not appropriately engaged with making the
right decisions about them parking the results in appropriate places. They're pulling on your
energy. They're sucking basically wind out of your sails. I learned that from the very
beginning when I had that experience and then started to work that with other people.
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I knew that from that time forward, as I begin to watch what were some of these techniques
and also deciding the next actions about all those things that got out of your head. Those are
two critical core elements of the GTD process called externalize your stuff beside next action,
because until you do that, you're not appropriately engaged. There's a part of that you make
commitments and then those commitments start running you as oppose of you being on top
of them.
I started to experience that really from the beginning of me being experienced these kinds of
things and how that affected everybody who did the same things. Early on, it was like, "Wow,
this is really cool." I began to then build on that with the same principles in mind about how
do we really get everybody appropriately engage with all their stuff. It took a while to put all
the pieces together and watch how it all came together.
Michał: Yeah, exactly. Talking about the pieces and how well they come together, what were
the biggest obstacles you found on the way of documenting the GTD process?
David: Documenting it meaning ...
Michał: Book writing process and so on.
David: Writing the book was ...
Michał: I know. [Crosstalk 00:11:00].
David: Yeah, serious, serious project to try to do, to try to pull all that together into that
methodology. Again, I had done truly thousands of hours of trainings and seminars. First of
all, I work with individuals with doing this and watching what happened and then the head of
human resources for Lockheed back in 1983 saw what I was doing and said, "Wow, our whole
culture needs this. Can you work with my organization development team to design some
sort of a similar training program that applies what you've uncovered here so a whole lot of
people can get this as oppose to just one on one?"
That was a pretty big milestone because then I never worked in the big corpo world. Never
been involved in big corporate training and development stuff. I worked with him and his
team and came up with a format of, "Okay, how do I build this model into some sort of
educational format. That was probably the initial framework of, "Okay, what is a sequential
way to educate people about what this model is and what the core elements of it are?" Then
let them taste that and experience ...
Michał: More like a structure, yeah?
David: A structured way to understand what it was and to actually start to implement it.
Michał: How many people were during this Lockheed Martin program being trained by you?
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David: We did a pilot program in 1983, 1984 for 1000 managers and executives.
Michał: That's crazy.
David: Basically. They became so successful that they were going to do tests about the value.
They said, "God, we don't even need to because all ..." Everybody who went to the program
said, "I want all my staff to go to this next." Once people get this, they go, "God, everybody
around me needs this." You really catch the universal value of keeping heads clear, keeping
agreements clear, keeping track of your stuff as oppose to using your head. Your head is just
a crappy office.
Michał: Honestly, what were your expectations regarding your first book? You know
something that will be valuable for many, many people possibly. The question was, have you
really expected such a successful GTD at that moment, in year 2000?
David: I had a very healthy way to approach life as high anticipation and no expectations.
That was pretty much where I was coming from. It'd be nice if it became popular but there
were so many books out there and so much stuff was being done around time management
or productivity. I had no idea how this would show up as anything unique to anybody or that
they would catch the subtlety or power of this. Which I knew was there.
I didn't really have any idea. I basically just needed to get this stuff out of my head and get
a manual out there, because I got run over by a bus. Somebody I figured would figure this
out, but it took me that long to figure out that I what I had figured out was unique. Nobody
else had figured that out and that it was bulletproof. You couldn't punch a hole in this.
While I was writing the book, I was working with one of the most challenging clients you
would ever try to implement something in and it went viral inside of that environment. I said,
"Well, if they can't punch a hole in it, I don't think anybody else on the planet can either.”
I can't name them, but they were one of the most well-known, sophisticated financial firms in
the world.
That just gave me the confidence and say, "Okay, let me put my 25 years of life work into
a manual and then see what happens.” I just needed to do that. I never had enough time to
give everybody all the aspects of what this was and what it meant and how transformative it
could be. I just needed to get it out into a book form. It was also a good business decision.
You're trying to scale what you do.
I had a bunch of advisers told me, "Hey David, write a book." "Okay. Well, how do I do that?"
Writing is not my day job, so that was a big project to take on just to decide to do that. It's
more bemusing in a way. It's like, "Wow, it's interesting how it took off in a way and in a way
it didn't." Meaning it's for anyone but not for everyone.
Michał: Exactly.
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David: It's a very unique thing. It's not like lose 40 pounds with no money down kind of
a thing. It is something that actually takes cognitive horsepower and intention to actually
make this work. We haven't found a profile of people who uptake on this, except that they are
the people who need it at least. It's the most productive people, the most aspirational
entrepreneurial positively focused people who are so attracted to what it is that I uncovered
because it gives them more room to do what to do.
Michał: That's the good explanation why people really use the GTD. It was actually the same
with me. It's the way of being more productive and they are looking for ways to really just ...
You fill their office very, very close to you and then they try to find a way to get over it.
David: Exactly. The currently client that I'm working with who's a CEO of a Unicorn. He's got
a startup that went from 33 million six years ago to a billion last year. This guy, he's 47 years
old, one of the brightest, sharpest people in the world and he said, "David, I feel like I'm just
getting traction, but I'm up to here." There's no more room to do the cool things I think
I could do now given the success that he has. That's why he gave me a for a year to take this
to a whole another level.
Michał: I have one question. I'm wondering if you could explain the difference between
efficiency and effectiveness from your point of view?
David: There is none, because ultimately, efficient ... Why are you on the planet Michael?
Michał: Good question.
David: If you have an answer to that, how efficiently are you doing then?
Your effectiveness is going to be how efficiently you are fulfilling your purpose. There is no
difference. It's all efficiency really. Effective toward what? Toward what end? If it's effective
toward an end. That means it's efficient toward that end.
Michał: I have to think it over.
David: No, you don't, you got it, by the way.
Michał: David, you had very many professions in your life. I'm wondering why have you
changed your professions and positions so often. Is there any specific reason for it?
David: I'm bored.
Michał: Okay.
David: Just bored. That's what that was.
Michał: We are lazy and bored.
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David: I'm lazy and bored. My hobbies last about 2.2 years. I was into bonsai, I was into
sailing, I was into karate, I was into the piano, I was into the guitar, I played go. Really got
into playing go and chess and ... What else have I done? I just get into them to explore what
they are. Once I find out what they are, I go, "Okay, what's next?"
Michał: So you were searching? Or you are searching?
David: I was. I was more just curious and interested in exploring various thing. No matter
what you do, if all you're doing is being a chef, you're constantly exploring and curious within
that range of things. My range was sort of, "That's fascinating. That's fascinating. I wonder
how that works. That's cool." Yeah, photography, that was another one. Drawing by the way,
painting, that's another one.
I like exploring all those different ... For whatever reason just because they ring my bell to do
them. Professionally, I couldn't seem to stay with any one particular industry or job or
particular thing. My thing was really being an educator and a facilitator of improving people's
lives, and so I discovered ... I got to combine those together by not just being a personal
growth training or a minister or I could have any of that.
Michał: Coach.
David: Or even a teacher in the traditional academics thing. I just became someone who
loved to be able to show up and help you improve your life no matter what. No matter what
you were doing. What was great is I get to work with some of the brightest, sharpest, coolest
people on the planet and walk into their universe and experience their world and it's
fabulous I get to hang with rock musicians and artists and TV producers and CEOs and
students and physicians and walk into their world. Then be able to help them improve their
condition. What a great life, but I paid my dues. It took me a long time to get there.
Michał: Okay. You are being perceived as the father of well-organized life you could say. You
have your own methodology, you share the methodology. My question is how well you are
organizing your life? Do you have any, for example, routines, morning routines?
David: Yeah. First thing I do when I wake up is see how much longer I can sleep. I'm going to
go, "Ahh, I can take another hour and then go by." I love sleep. I think sleep is one of the best
things we can do. When I actually do get up ... By the way, the night before, I always look at
what's the hard landscape for the next day. One of the external commitments that I have that
lets me know how long I can sleep. It's not just totally unconscious.
I look at that and then the first thing I do when I get up is I squeeze a half of lemon in a glass
of water and drink it. Lemon water helps cleanse the system. I've been doing that for 20 plus
years. Then I make a wonderful nice little pot, French press grape coffee that my wife and
I both share. Then I sit down and I just allow myself to relax, read the front page of the
international version of the New York Times.
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I'll tend to snack around on Instagram and Facebook just kind of see what's going on and my
brain is waking up there. Then I'll check, again, my calendar just to make sure my brain is
okay. I do a quick glance at email in case there are any landmines or fabulous fun things or
thing I might want to see knowing I'm going to get back and process that later on.
Sometimes, I just do an emergency ... Not an emergency scan, I just do a quick brief scan just
to see what's coming toward me to the day so I feel comfortable. Really more about that.
Then I do what I feel like doing.
Michał: Basically, you do not have any fixed scenario for the day, for the rest of the day.
David: That's the only thing I do consistently is wake up.
Michał: Do you have any evening rituals?
David: I love good wine. Yeah, I want and get some of that. That's fun to do. No, nothing
particular ... Well, other than I mentioned that I tend to look forward the next day or two just
to get a sense of context of the world is coming toward me and that I have committed to, so
that I can frame how then I use my time.
Michał: Are there any specific tools that helps you to stay productive? Do you use electronic
tools or other paper system?
David: All of them. I use anything. Anything I can use. The GTD methodology has different
phases to it. The capture phase where you're grabbing ideas to me is paper and pen. Nothing
beats that. It's with me virtually all the time because good ideas show up all the time. I've got
to capture them. This is low tech. The great cool little pen and paper pad and that's always
there.
Michał: Excuse me, do you have any solution for shower time?
David: Michael, if you actually captured all the ideas you had the first time you had them,
you'd be surprised how few you have. I don't have ideas in the shower. I captured them all to
begin with.
Michał: Most of the ideas really are coming between me when I'm taking my shower.
David: That's fine. Believe me, I know there are people who actually have ... If you go to
a dive shop, you can actually get underwater writing and they hang it in their shower so they
can actually make notes in the shower. It's like, "Okay, fine, that's great."
Michał: The paper system for capture.
David: Usually, that's low tech for the most part. I have one digital tool on my iPhone that
I can record if I want to and then it automatically sends that into an email, into my email.
Those are what I use there. Then I use all kinds of ... For my own reminder system, once
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I decide actions and projects and things I need to be reminded of that I can't finish in the
moment, then I use a digital system for that.
We use Lotus Notes in our company, so I use Lotus Notes. The task, this function inside of
Lotus Notes. With a friend of mine designed a piece of software called E-Productivity which
maps into Lotus Notes which basically facilitates a lot of the GTD process into that. Basically,
any list manager would work. Yeah, I use digital tools for that and I use Gally, Word and Excel
and Snagit, The PersonalBrain and Mind Manager. They're constantly up. I'm using them for
whatever reason.
I need to add a thought to a project, I'll blow up a mind manager mind map and add it and
then file it away. "Hey, there's something I need to grab and send to somebody." I'll just do
a Snagit snapshot and then just send it off to them.
Michał: Mixed of it.
David: Mixed of tools yeah. It's still pretty labour-intensive to figure out there's no one tool
that integrates all of this. That's my vision of the future and at some point, that would be
great to have a dashboard so you don't have to be so ... You have to still be pretty conscious.
"Okay, where do I put those kind of things? Which tool do I need to not do?" This kind of
thinking. "Which tool do I need right now to get this off my mind?" And so forth.
Michał: What will be your suggestion to the people that have read your book and are looking
for specific solution or tool that might work?
David: Good luck to them.
Michał: Good luck?
David: Yeah. Look, at last count, there were over 300 apps that have been built supposedly
supporting the GTD process. Come on, any list manager is all you need. There are a lot of tech
people that are actually going back to paper planners now because they actually map to how
your brain thinks much better than a lot of the digital tools. Anything works and get it out of
your head. Look at it as often as you need to look at it to keep it off your mind.
Michał: That's great. I'm wondering. If you could move to your early 20s or if you could move
in time, what would you ...
David: That's 50 years ago Michael, keep in mind.
Michał: Yeah, I know, but if you could move back in time, what would you tell your younger
self what to focus on or what to avoid?
David: Pay attention to what you really feel like doing and take the risk to go for it.
Michał: Okay. Pay attention to what you are doing ...
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David: What you really feel like doing.
Michał: Feel like doing and take a risk.
David: Yeah.
Michał: Make sense.
David: Going for it. Don't hesitate ... A lot of people in a lot of what I was doing was waiting
to find the perfect thing to do. I did a lot of imperfect things, waiting for the perfect thing to
do not realizing, "Wait a minute, there is no really perfect thing to do. There’s something
that's directionally in the direction of what turns me on the most and what is fulfilling the
most." Then start to pick something, things that are in that direction. I think that's some
advice actually I got but that was advice I would give myself too back then.
Michał: Stop chasing the rabbit, rather ... You probably won't catch it, but still you can move
into this direction, right?
David: Sure. I don't think Michael I've ever achieved a goal specifically that I set.
Michał: Really?
David: Yeah. Goal setting is ... Yeah, there’re some that could say, "Yeah, I decided to write
a book and I did." A lot of it was, "Let me hold this picture of what would be my fantasy of
what would be really way cool. Let me start picking something that moves me in that
direction." As I start to move in that direction, guess what. Tomorrow Michael, you and I are
both going to be more mature than we are right now.
Michał: Yeah, definitely.
David: We're going to be older. We're going to have more experience. You'll make a better
decision about stuff potentially assuming that you're not going downhill.
Michał: Hopefully.
David: Yeah. I give myself permission to accept that goal, start moving toward it, but I get
halfway there and I go, "Oh geez, that's cooler. Hey, that's a cooler thing. See you. Bye!"
I never got to that, but I would never have seen the thing if I had not been moving toward
that.
Michał: Exactly.
David: Using the future and using essentially the illusion of the future as a way to stay
possibly engaged in some proactive aspirational way in your life I think is a great thing to do.
I don't suggest people set goals. I just say, "Hey, it's fun. Set one, see what happens. See how
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it changes how you might be feeling. If you don't feel like it, don't do it." Some people should
not set goals. They need to clean their toilet.
Come on, a lot of people think, "Oh, I should do this thing." Their life is crap. They need to
finish, they need to clean up their act so that they actually have a clear space. A much clearer
space to actually think about those kind of things and be able to execute on them much more
effectively.
Michał: Remove all the dirt from your life.
David: Yeah, no kidding.
Michał: Yeah.
David: Frankly, one day ... I'll share it with you. One of my big enlightenment moments was
I was driving along the freeway and I realized I was agonizing, "What should I do my life?”
A still small voice that we all have, inside of me and said, "David, you have created so many
things and not only this life, but in many others. You don't have to worry about what you
need to create. Just handle what's in front of you with elegance and excellence and
completion and then let the next thing automatically emerge” and I haven't turned back from
that.
I think it's a matter of unfolding as oppose to producing more. God, everybody is so
overwhelmed and has over created anyway. You don't need to create any more stuff. You just
need to recognize what is moving inside of you, become more conscious about all that and
then clean it up and then let this natural creative aspirational process emerge. Well, that's
who we are.
Michał: It's more about listening to ourselves really. That's the core. I'm wondering what's the
future of GTD. Looking from one point of view, it's so universal right now in its basic shape,
but I'm wondering, will it be universal for the future or ... Actually, I'm thinking what's your
point of view, not mine. But still, I'm looking for your opinion. What do you think what is the
future of GTD or how it might evolve?
David: The methodology itself won't change. 100 years from now when we land on Jupiter or
something like that, we're still going to need an in-basket. You're still going to need to
capture things that are potentially relevant. You're still going to need to decide what's the
next action and stuff. You're still going to have to focus on what are the things we're trying
to complete about all of this.
Come on, this is as universal as dirt is, so you're not going to change gravity. It's a universal
principle and you're not going to change how your mind is built. "The millennials are
different people." No, they're not. It took a million years to design our brain. They're not
going to change in a generation. Give me a break. Your head is still a crappy office.
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The fact is that having an external brain to being able to manage that appropriately, that's
not going to change. That's going to keep increasing, the need for that. When I rewrote the
book, Getting Things Done, the new edition, one of the things I commented on was now as
oppose to this is only for the high fast track professionals at some senior level, professionally
or business wise, this is for everybody. It's now at least 85% of the population. Anybody has
got a busy life, needs to understand these and these principles will be true forever.
The only thing that's going to change is probably how this become just part of the install
thought process. Our company has a seven generation goal, so we are trying to scale this and
to institutionalize it such that our kids just grow up thinking this way. The world starts to
think this way and my mission is that the world has no problems, it just has projects.
Michał: Have you taken any steps in this direction?
David: Yeah. Slowly. If you're trying to reach kids ... The next book, my CEO and a public
school teacher are co-writing a book on GTD for the next generation. Accumulating a lot of
stories and case studies and so forth on parents and how they're using this. I don't have kids,
but they both do. We've done pilot programs for them. Being able to reach ...
Essentially, kids in the educational system ... The educational system is still not teaching this
thought process. Come on, they're just giving people information to try to get them to spit it
back out as oppose to what I do need to think about this information to be appropriately
engage.
Michał: To filter it.
David: They're not teaching a thought process. GTD is a thought process. It doesn't happen
automatically. You're not born thinking outcome and action. You actually have to train
yourself to think that way. You have to actually put cognitive horsepower to it. It is
something to train and learn and it is a lifestyle art. It's the art form of how do you manage
the flow of life's work.
It takes how long to take learning the flute? How long to take to learn to parent? How long
does it take to learn to cook spaghetti really well? I don't know, but these things are infinite
things and GTD is that way too. Where it's going I think is where it's going to start to become
much more embedded as just an expected thought process, but it is taught. It will be talked
and ...
We now have kids that are in their mid-20s that have been raised by parents who got GTD
back 25 years ago when I was doing the early versions of this work. Home schooled or
whatever, but these kids are ... They could just name their own world because they just grew
up thinking ... Of course, why would you ever keep anything in your head? Of course you
decide the next action on something when it first lands on your plate. They already were
taught these basic principles about how do you appropriately engage with your commitment.
Michał: That's great.
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David: Just more of that. I'm 70, so at this point, I go, "It will happen as it happens. Whatever
the heck." I'm not that particularly aspirational or entrepreneurial and trying to get the world
buy into this, because again, as I said, this is for anybody but not for everybody. I don't know
how fast this is going to uptake.
Most adults basically are trying to keep stuff in their head as a false sense of control. That's
a huge habit to change just to get everything out of your head and not keep anything in your
head. Most people don't have a reference point about how cool their life could be and how to
create that space where you could have nothing on your mind and still have a very busy life
and have 100 plates spinning in the air all at the same time. It's possible.
Michał: Yeah, they are working all the time the same way and they really don't know what it
would be to work in the other way.
David: The last thing a fish notices is water. It's the last thing people who have lived in that
sort of constant angst about, "I should be ... I don't know if what I'm doing is exactly what
I ought to be doing, so let me work harder," whatever. Most people have been in some
version of that for so long. They don't know there's anything different. They didn't know
they're in it.
Michał: They are trained to do the specific things.
David: I've got the big marketing problem, colossal, the problem a lot people don't know they
have. You won't know it until you actually ... It kind of like you don't know how heavy gravity
is. By the way, it's a huge pressure on your body right now, but you're not that aware unless
you've ever been weightless. If you've ever been weightless, then you'll know how heavy
gravity is, but most people don't even think about gravity because they just are in it.
Michał: It's a natural for them.
David: That's right.
Michał: The last question is, GTD is not for everybody, right?
David: It's for anybody. Anybody can do it, but not everybody is going to uptake on this.
Michał: Who should not implement GTD?
David: Anybody who doesn't need to keep track of anything aside from what's currently in
front of them. People in crisis mode, people in survival mode, people who truly have a simple
enough that they just let nature tell them what to do. It's obvious to them or they don't have
any other aspirational things to try to think. Those folks wouldn't need this.
Actually, they're using it, but they're letting life remind them. They're still using reminders,
they just don't have a lot of complexity to it. "Hey, I'm hungry. Let me eat." That was a trigger.
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That was a reminder. "Your kid is crying over there." "Oh, there's something I might need to
do about that. What I don't need to do?" I don't think anybody gets away from the process
whether you need to be a bit more sophisticated about how you track that. That's probably
the question.
Michał: The last question. If someone would like to know more about you, the GTD
methodology, where should they go? Where they can look for the information?
David: Rerun this blog or this podcast. In other words, just stay involved with this
information. Obviously, my book, the new edition of Getting Things Done is worth the read.
You can get that wherever to get books and it's in 25, 30 languages now. That's one way to
do it. Gettingthingsdone.com is our website. A lot of paths and tracks to take. A lot of free
information there as well. Those are ways to get involved.
Michał: Thank you very much, David.
David: My pleasure, Michael.
Michał: Thank you. How we can stay with GTD at the beginning, what's your best tips to stay
to don't get discouraged?
David: The weekly review. Building in a regular weekly ...
Michał: Routine yeah.
David: Once a week, you need to block out at least one hour, two if you can and use that as
a way to catch up with your life. What are the things that have occurred over the last seven
days? "Oh God, it reminds me. Oh yeah, they told me." Get that stuff out of your head and use
that regularly so that you start to experience the sense of perspective that gives you. The
sense of more relaxed focus control that gives you, so they get used to that experience. Then
that will keep you coming back to, "Okay, what do I need to do to it?"
As soon as you can get more and more consistent experience with clarity and the freedom
that this gives you and a sense of control and focus that it gives you, the more it will stick
with you. Just keep coming back. Don't get discouraged if you fall. I fall off several times
a day. Come on, it is not about always being somewhat on. When you're on, you produce stuff
that throws you off.
It's a constant iteration of being creative and then catching up. Everybody catches up. At
some point, you take a shower. At some point, you brush your teeth. At some point, you clean
the kitchen. At some point, you clean up your email at list to whatever you feel comfortable
with. My comfort is zero. Some people's comfort is 4000. Getting more used to the smaller
backlog that you have so that you're not ...
The more there's no backlog, the more I'm ready for surprise, spontaneity. Something comes
in here I didn't expect. "Hey David, want to party?" Or, "David, here's an opportunity." Or, "Do
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you want to spend time doing this?" If I still have 1000 or 200 unprocessed emails back there,
there's no way in God's green earth that I'm going to feel comfortable about how I'm going to
address that. If that's all cleaned up and it's closed right before I came in here to do this, I got
it down to five. I'm pretty available to whatever the heck shows up, right?
Michał: So you clean your inbox every day?
David: Not every day, but it usually doesn't go longer than about 24 or 48 hours before I get
it down to that. Sometimes, I just get on a roll and piles up. If that's your backlog, come on,
that's pretty squeaky clean. I'm not taking a shower right now, but I will within the next X
hours, I will probably do that.
Michał: You will do that.
David: Right. There's always stuff coming in, but again, keeping that as clean and as current
as you can keep it, just makes it that much easier to be willing to be free and spontaneous
and make good judgment calls about whether I should do that or not. "Nah, I don't have time
for that party, because I got some other stuff." There's really more pulling on me, but that's
much easier to do with that backlog cleaned up.
Michał: Based on your experience with customers, your customers, what is the typical time of
building a habit of working in with GTD?
David: Two years.
Michał: Two years. Pretty long.
David: It takes two years to learn to cook spaghetti. Two years to learn the banjo. Two years
to learn Italian. A lot more than two years to learn how to be a parent. Come on, what's two
years?
Michał: Okay, that makes sense. Do you have any other questions?
Marcin: Yeah. How to convince your coworkers to use GTD?
David: Good luck.
Michał: Perfect advice.
David: Yeah, good luck. Yeah, I know. It's not about GTD, it's about good practices.
Michał: Exactly.
David: Just hold them accountable to good practices. It's hard to legislate a system to
anybody. People ask me, "Gee David, does your wife do GTD?" "Yeah, she's really great." She
wants her system called Beats Me. We've been together 25 years, I have never even looked in
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her system in 25 years, ever. I have no idea what she does. I just know where her in-basket is,
she knows where mine is.
Michał: She's accountable.
David: Yeah. I hold her accountable to things she says she's going to do. She holds me
accountable to things I'm going to do. Come on, life is like that. Again, you can't legislate
a system, but you can certainly demonstrate these behaviors. The cool thing about it is when
you really start to do this, everyone you intersect with and all of your intersections will move
up the food chain, because you're going to be much more accountable to what you say.
You're going to be accountable to what they say.
You're going to be accountable to follow up on what they say and all of that starts to spread
to some degree around you. People will feel ... Everybody knows. Everybody listening to this
right now knows that there are people that you would not walk into their office without
getting your act together. Why? Because they have their act together.
Everybody listening to this knows people that have no act together, so you can walk in and
be as crazy as they are. You can take to people not what they need but what they're putting
out. As you start to put this out or you start to demonstrate this, it will affect a lot of people
around you and give them my book.
Michał: Okay. We'll finish. Thank you David.
====
Na koniec chcę bardzo mocno podziękować Jakubowi Ujejskiemu, dzięki któremu doszło do
tej rozmowy. Kuba jest autorem bloga Produktywnie.pl i odpowiada za rozwój Getting Things
Done w Polsce. Samą rozmowę przeprowadziliśmy w Gdańsku, podczas konferencji infoShare
2016, gdzie i David, i ja mieliśmy przyjemność występować.
Przy okazji bardzo, ale to bardzo mocno dziękuję wszystkim tym z Was, którzy byliście obecni
na mojej prezentacji. Było absolutnie super. Bardzo cenię sobie też te nasze rozmowy – już
po występie w kuluarach. Miło słyszeć i widzieć, że mój blog i podcast są dla Was przydatne.
Kontakt osobisty to zupełnie coś innego niż pisanie do Was mailowo lub przez bloga.
Korzystając z okazji, pochwalę się, że jesteśmy tuż-tuż przed rozpoczęciem przedsprzedaży
mojej książki Finansowy ninja. Wszystkie szczegóły dotyczące jej tworzenia ujawniam na
specjalnej grupie na Facebooku „Finansowy ninja – kulisy produkcji”. Zapraszam serdecznie
do dołączenia.
Można już także wejść na stronę http://finansowyninja.pl i zapisać się na e-mailowe
przypomnienie o rozpoczęciu sprzedaży i premierze książki. Polecam i zachęcam.
A o całym procesie wydawniczym zacznę Wam chyba opowiadać w detalach już od
następnego odcinka podcastu.
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Przypominam, że wszystkie linki oraz transkrypt i tłumaczenie naszej rozmowy znajdziecie
w notatkach do tego odcinka podcastu – http://jakoszczedzacpieniadze.pl/079.
Całą naszą rozmowę z Davidem możecie znaleźć także w formie wideo na YouTube. Link do
filmu także zamieszczę w notatkach.
A teraz dziękuję Ci już za wspólnie spędzony czas i życzę skutecznego przenoszenia Twoich
celów finansów na wyższy poziom. Do usłyszenia!
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